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CONVERSION OF INTERLACED VIDEO 
STREAMS INTO PROGRESSIVE VIDEO 

STREAMS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to digital image and video 

processing. More speci?cally, the present invention relates to 
methods of converting interlaced video streams into progres 
sive (i.e., non-interlaced) video streams. 

2. Discussion of RelatedArt 
Due to advancing semiconductor processing technology, 

integrated circuits (ICs) have greatly increased in functional 
ity and complexity. With increasing processing and memory 
capabilities, many formerly analog tasks are being performed 
digitally. For example, images, audio and even full motion 
video can noW be produced, distributed, and used in digital 
formats. 

FIG. 1 is an illustrative diagram of a portion of interlaced 
digital video stream 100 most often used in television sys 
tems. Interlaced digital video stream 100 comprises a series 
of individual ?elds l00_1 to 100_N, of Which the ?rst ten 
?elds are shoWn. Even ?elds contain even numbered roWs 
While odd ?elds contain odd numbered roWs. For example if 
a frame has 400 roWs of 640 pixels, the even ?eld Would 
contains roWs 2, 4, . . . 400 and the odd ?eld Would contains 

rows 1, 3, 5, . . . 399 of the frame. In general for an interlaced 
video stream each ?eld is formed at a different time. For 
example, an interlaced video capture device (eg a video 
camera) captures and stores the odd scan lines of a scene at 
time T as ?eld l00_1, then the video capture device stores the 
even scan lines of a scene at time T+l as ?eld l00_2. The 
process continues for each ?eld. TWo main interlaced video 
standards are used. The PAL (Phase Alternating Line) stan 
dard, Which is used in Europe, displays 50 ?elds per seconds 
and the NTSC (National Television System Committee) stan 
dard, Which is used in the United States, displays 60 ?elds per 
seconds. 

Interlaced video systems Were designed When bandWidth 
limitations precluded progressive (i.e., non-interlaced) video 
systems With adequate frame rates. Speci?cally, interlacing 
tWo 25 fps ?elds achieved an effective 50 frame per second 
frame rate because the phosphors used in television sets 
Would remain “lit” While the second ?eld is draWn. Progres 
sive video streams use complete frames, including both the 
even and odd scan lines instead of ?elds. Because progressive 
scan provides better display quality, computer systems, 
Which Were developed much later than the original television 
systems, use progressive scan display systems. Furthermore, 
many modern televisions and television equipment are being 
developed to use progressive video streams. To maintain 
compatibility With existing interlaced video systems, modern 
progressive systems use deinterlacing techniques to convert 
interlaced video streams into progressive video streams. 

FIGS. 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate a typical method of generat 
ing a progressive video stream 200 from an interlaced video 
stream 100. Speci?cally each ?eld 100_X of interlaced video 
stream 100 is converted to a frame 200_X of progressive 
video stream 200. The conversion of a ?eld to a frame is 
accomplished by generating the missing scan lines in each 
frame by copying or interpolating from the scan lines in the 
?eld. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 2(b) ?eld l00_1 
having odd scan lines l00_1_1, l00_1_3, l00_1_5, . . . 

100_1_N, is converted into 200_1 by copying scan lines 
l00_1_X as odd scan lines 200_1_X, Where X is an odd 
number and creating even scan lines 200_1_Y, WhereY is an 
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2 
even number. Even scan lines 200_1_Y can be created by 
copying the preceding odd scan line 200_1_Y-1. This tech 
nique is commonly knoWn as line repeat. Better results can be 
obtained using various interpolation schemes to generate the 
missing scan lines. For example, one interpolation scheme 
simply averages odd scan line 200_1_Y-l With odd scan line 
200_1_Y+l to generate even scan line 200_1_Y. Other inter 
polation schemes may use Weighted averages or other more 
complicated Ways to combine data from the existing scan 
lines to generate the missing scan lines. Another normal mode 
deinterlacing technique knoWn as 3D deinterlacing involves 
generating the missing scan lines by interpolating the missing 
pixels using data from adjacent ?elds. Deinterlacing by inter 
polation is not an integral part of the present invention. The 
principles of the present invention can easily be adapted to use 
any form of interpolation. HoWever, many types of video 
streams are initially created as progressive video streams and 
then converted into interlaced video streams. For example, 
conventional motion pictures are captured and displayed 
using 24 frames per seconds. To display motion pictures on a 
PAL (interlaced 50 ?elds/ second) display, each frame is sepa 
rated into an odd ?eld and an even ?eld. Furthermore, PAL 
video devices are con?gured to slightly increase the ?eld rate 
of the output interlaced video stream to achieve 50 ?elds/ 
seconds. FIG. 3 illustrates this process. Speci?cally, FIG. 3 
shoWs the ?rst ?ve frames M_l to M_5 of a motion picture 
video stream MPVS being converted to 10 ?elds of an inter 
laced video stream 300. Field 300_1 includes the odd scan 
lines of frame M_l. Field 300_2 includes the even scan lines 
of frame M_l. Field 300_3 includes the odd scan lines of 
frame M_2 and Field 300_4 includes the even scan lines of 
frame M_2. In general a frame M_X is divided into an odd 
?eld 300_Q(—l)*2+l containing the odd lines of frame M_X 
and an even ?eld 300_Q(—l)*2+2 containing the even lines of 
frame M_X. For clarity, portions of interlaced video streams 
formed from an initial progressive video stream are said to be 
in “converted mode”. 

While displaying interlaced video stream 300 on interlaced 
video systems provide adequate picture quality. Conventional 
deinterlacing techniques as described above and illustrated in 
FIGS. 2(a) and 2(b) can be used by a progressive scan display 
system to vieW interlaced video stream 300. HoWever, the 
picture quality of a de-interlaced video stream formed from 
interlaced video stream 300 is much loWer than the picture 
quality of the original progressive video stream that Was used 
to create interlaced video stream 300. 

Hence, there is a need for a deinterlacing method or system 
that can determine Whether portions of an interlaced video 
stream are in normal mode (e.g. like a normal television 
signal) or in a converted mode (e. g. formed from an original 
progressive video stream). The method or system must then 
deinterlace the given interlaced video stream appropriately. 

SUMMARY 

Accordingly, the present invention provides a method and 
system for deinterlacing an interlaced video stream that deter 
mines Whether portions of an interlaced video stream are in 
normal mode or in converted mode. Interlaced video streams 
in converted mode are deinterlaced using converted mode 
deinterlacing, Which involves merging tWo ?elds to form a 
frame. Interlaced video streams in normal mode video 
streams are deinterlaced using normal mode deinterlacing, 
Which involves converting a ?eld into a frame using line 
repeating or some form of interpolation to generate the miss 
ing scan lines. 
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Speci?cally, in one embodiment of the present invention, a 
deinterlacing system includes a buffer for storing ?elds of the 
input interlaced video stream, a mode detector for determin 
ing Whether portions of the input interlaced video stream is in 
converted mode or normal mode, and a ?eld merging and 
conversion unit to perform either normal mode deinterlacing 
or converted mode deinterlacing on the input interlaced video 
stream to create an output progressive video stream. Within 
the mode detector, a mode detection parameter calculation 
unit calculates mode detection parameters for current ?eld 
using both the current ?eld and a preceding ?eld. The mode 
detection parameters are stored in a mode detection param 
eter FIFO. A mode analysis unit determines Whether a sub set 
of the mode detection parameters in the mode detection 
parameter FIFO matches an alternating peak-valley pattern 
Which indicates that the current portion of the input interlaced 
video stream might be in converted mode. 

In some embodiments of the present invention, the mode 
analysis unit includes a peak valley pattern checker. The peak 
valley checker detects alternating peak valley patterns using 
data from the mode detection FIFO. In one embodiment of the 
present invention, the peak valley checker includes a peak 
detector and a valley detector. The peak detector is con?gured 
to detect an alternating peak valley pattern having a peak at a 
mode detection parameter corresponding to a speci?c ?eld, 
such as the current ?eld or the processing ?eld. The valley 
detector is con?gured to detect an alternating peak valley 
pattern having a valley at a mode detection parameter corre 
sponding to the speci?c ?eld. 
The present invention Will be more fully understood in 

vieW of the folloWing description and draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an illustration of an interlaced video stream. 
FIGS. 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate a deinterlacing process to 

form a de-interlaced video stream. 
FIG. 3 illustrates a interlacing process used to form an 

interlaced video stream from a motion picture video stream. 
FIG. 4 illustrates a deinterlacing process to form a de 

interlaced video stream from an interlaced video stream 
formed from an original progressive video stream. 

FIGS. 5(a)-5(c) illustrate mode detection parameters for 
various converted mode video streams. 

FIGS. 6(a) and 6(b) illustrate mode detection parameters 
for various normal mode video streams. 

FIG. 7 is a simpli?ed block diagram of a deinterlacing 
system in accordance With one embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a mode analysis unit in accor 
dance With one embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 9 is a state diagram in accordance With one embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

As explained above, interlaced video streams can be in 
normal mode or converted mode. Many interlaced video 
streams may also sWitch back and forth betWeen normal 
mode and converted mode. To use interlaced video streams on 
progressive video systems, a deinterlacing system is used to 
convert the interlaced video stream into a de-interlaced video 
stream. HoWever, different deinterlacing techniques are used 
depending on Whether the current portion of the incoming 
interlaced video stream is in converted mode or normal mode. 

FIG. 4 illustrates a method of generating a progressive 
video stream 400 from interlaced video stream 300, Which is 
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4 
in converted mode because interlaced video stream 300 Was 
formed using the interlacing process described above from 
motion picture video stream MPVS (FIG. 3). Rather than 
simply converting a ?eld into a frame, embodiments of the 
present invention merge tWo ?elds of a converted mode video 
stream into a frame. For example, frame 400_1 is formed by 
merging ?elds 300_1, Which includes the odd scan lines of 
frame MP_01 (FIG. 3), and ?eld 300_2, Which includes the 
even scan lines of frame MP_01. Thus, frame 400_1 should 
be the same as frame MP_01. Frame 400_2 can be formed in 
the same Way by merging ?elds 300_1, Which includes the 
odd scan lines of frame MP_01 (FIG. 3), and ?eld 300_2, 
Which includes the even scan lines of frame MP_01. Frame 
400_3 is formed by merging ?eld 300_3, Which includes the 
odd scan lines of frame MP_02, and ?eld 300_4, Which 
includes the even scan lines of frame MP_02. Thus, in general 
a frame 400_Y, Where Y is an odd integer, is formed by 
merging ?eld 300_Y and 300_Y+l. As illustrated in FIG. 3, 
?eld 300_Y contains the odd scan lines of frame M_X, Where 
X is equal toY plus 1 divided by 2 (i.e. X:(Y +1)/ 2). Similarly, 
Field 300_Y+l contains the even scan lines of frame M_X. 
Thus, a frame 400_Y formed by merging the odd and even 
scan lines of Frame M_X, Where X is equal toY plus 1 divided 
by 2 (i.e. X:(Y+l)/2). Frame 400_Y+l can be formed by 
merging ?elds 300_Y and 300_Y+l in the same manner as 
forming frame 400_Y. 

Table 2 summarizes the relationship of the frames of pro 
gressive video stream 400 and the scan lines of motionpicture 
video stream MPVS, in WhichY is an odd integer. 

TABLE 2 

Frame Content 

400 1 ALL scan lines ofMPfOl 
400 2 ALL scan lines ofMPfOl 
400 3 ALL scan lines ofMPfOZ 
400 4 ALL scan lines ofMPfOZ 
400 5 ALL scan lines ofMPi03 
400 6 ALL scan lines ofMPi03 
400 7 ALL scan lines ofMPiO4 
400 8 ALL scan lines ofMPiO4 
400 9 ALL scan lines ofMPi05 
400fl0 ALL scan lines ofMPi05 
400iY ALL scan lines ofMPi((Y + l)/2) 
400iY + 1 ALL scan lines ofMPi((Y + l)/2) 

Thus, deinterlacing of a converted mode interlaced video 
stream by merging appropriate ?elds results in a neW progres 
sive video stream that repeats each frame of the original 
progressive stream that Was used to form the converted mode 
video stream. The neW progressive video stream has tWice the 
frame rate of the original progressive video stream, and the 
neW progressive video stream has similar quality to the origi 
nal progressive video stream and much higher video quality 
than a progressive video stream formed using standard mode 
deinterlacing of the converted mode interlaced video stream. 
The present invention determines Whether portions of an 

interlaced video stream is in converted mode or normal mode 
by calculating a mode detection parameter MDP betWeen 
each ?eld i and ?eld i-l, i.e. the ?eld preceding ?eld i. By 
analyZing the pattern of mode detection parameters for a 
series of ?elds, the present invention can determine Whether 
portions of the incoming interlaced video stream are in con 
verted mode or normal mode. 

For clarity, the pixels of an incoming video stream is 
denoted as pixel p(i,j,k), Where i is a ?eld number of the 
incoming video stream, j is roW in the ?eld, and k is the 
column position Within the ?eld. In odd ?elds (i.e., ?elds With 
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odd scan lines), j is an odd integer. Conversely, for even ?elds 
(i.e. ?elds With even scan lines), j is an even integer. Thus, for 
example pixel p(4, 6, 40) in incoming video stream 300 refers 
to the 40th pixel on roW 6 of ?eld 300_4, Where the roWs are 
numbered 2, 4, 6 etc. Similarly, pixel p(5, 7, 40) refers to the 
40th pixel on roW 7 of ?eld 300_5, Where the roWs are num 

bered l, 3, 5, 7, etc. Furthermore, ?elds of the incoming video 
stream are said to have H roWs of W pixels. For an odd ?eld 
the H roWs are numbered as 1,3, 5, . . .2*H—l,i.e.j is an odd 

integer in the range of l to 2*H- l, inclusive. For an even ?eld 
the H roWs are numbered as 2, 4, 6, . . .2*H, i.e.j is an even 

integer in the range of 2 to 2*H, inclusive. For both even and 
odd ?elds, the pixels are numbered from 1 to W, inclusive, i.e. 
k is an integer in the range of l to W, inclusive. 

In one embodiment of the present invention, the mode 
detection parameter is equal to the number of non-still pixels 
in a ?eld that is signi?cantly larger than both a corresponding 
pixel on a previous line in the previous ?eld and a correspond 
ing pixel on a next line in the previous ?eld or signi?cantly 
smaller than both corresponding pixels on the next and pre 
vious lines in the previous ?eld. Speci?cally, mode detection 
parameter MDP(i) of a ?eld i is equal to the number of 
non-still pixels in ?eld i Which satisfy the folloWing condi 
tions: the luminance of a non-still pixel p(i, j, k) in ?eld i 
minus the luminance ofa pixel p(i-l, j-l, k) in ?eld i-l is 
greater than a detection threshold T_D and the luminance of 
non-still pixel p(i, j, k) in ?eld i minus the luminance of the 
pixel p(i-l, j+l, k) in ?eld i-l is greater than detection 
threshold T_D, or the luminance of the non-still pixel p(i, j, k) 
in ?eld i minus the luminance of the pixel p(i-l, j-l, k) in 
?eld i-l is less than negative one times detection threshold 
T_D and the luminance of non-still pixel p(i, j, k) in ?eld i 
minus the luminance ofthe pixel p(i-l , j+l, k) in ?eld i-l is 
less than negative one times detection threshold T_D. As 
stated above, for pixel p(i, j, k), j takes the values of odd 
integers l, 3, 5, . . . , 2*H-l When ?eld i is an odd ?eld, and 
takes the values of even integers 2, 4, 6, . . . , 2*H When ?eld 

i is an even ?eld. For convenience the luminance of a pixel p(i, 
j, k) is referenced as luminance lp(i, j, k). Equations EQOla 
and EQOlb shoW symbolically hoW to calculate mode detec 
tion parameter MDP(i) for an odd ?eld. In equations EQOla 
and EQOlb a variable n is used in place of j; hoWever j is equal 
to tWo times n minus 1 (i.e., j:2*n—l). 
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Equations EQ02a and EQ02b shoW symbolically hoW to 

calculate mode detection parameter MDP(i) for an even ?eld. 
In equations EQ02a and EQ02b, variable n is again used in 
place of j. HoWever in Equations EQ02a and EQ02b, j is equal 
to tWo times n (i.e., j:2*n). 

In the embodiment of the present invention that uses equa 
tions EQOla, EQOlb, EQ02a, and EQ02b, mode detection 
parameter MDP(i) measures the amount of a “saW tooth” 
artifact that exists in a frame formed by merging ?eld i With 
?eld i- l . 

Speci?cally, luminance difference ldiff determines Whether 
there is a ZigZag (i.e. saW tooth) change in the luminance at a 
non-still pixel in ?eld i When ?eld i is merged With ?eld i-l. 
The “saW toot ” artifacts are caused by moving edges in the 
?eld. Accordingly, luminance difference ldiff is set equal to 
one only for non-still pixels (i.e. moving pixels), Which sat 
isfy the conditions given in EQOlb and EQ02b. 

For a converted mode interlaced video signal, proper merg 
ing of ?elds Would result in only a small amount of saW tooth 
artifacts. Proper merging refers to merging an odd ?eld and an 
even ?eld that Were both derived from a single frame of a 
progressive video stream. For example, merging ?eld 300_2 
(FIG. 3) With ?eld 300_1 Would be a proper merge. Mode 
detection parameter MDP(i) Would be a small value if merg 
ing ?eld i and ?eld i-l is a proper merge. HoWever, improper 
merging of ?elds Would result in a large amount of saW tooth 
artifact. Improper merging refers to merging tWo ?elds that 
Were not both derived from a single frame of progressive 
video stream. For example, merging ?eld 300_3 (FIG. 3) With 
?eld 300_2 Would be an improper merge. Mode detection 
parameter MDP(i) Would be a large value if merging ?eld i 
and ?eld i-l is an improper merge. Merging ?elds from a 
normal mode interlaced video stream produces random 
results for mode detection parameter MDP(i). 
A deinterlacing system according to the present invention 

Would calculate a series of mode detection parameters for a 
series of consecutive ?elds of an interlaced video stream. 
Depending on the speci?c content of the interlaced video 
stream, the deinterlacing system determines Whether the cur 
rent portion of the interlaced video stream is normal mode or 
converted mode. For a converted mode interlaced video 
stream (such as illustrated in FIG. 3) sequential mode detec 
tion parameters Would exhibit an alternating peak-valley pat 
tern having alternating peaks and valleys and in Which the 
smallest peak is greater than the largest valley. HoWever as 
explained in more detail With regards to FIGS. 6(a) and 6(b), 
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the sequence of mode detection parameters for a normal 
mode interlaced video streams may also exhibit a peak-valley 
pattern for a short duration of ?elds. Thus, most embodiments 
of the present invention use additional criteria to determine 
the mode of the input video stream. 

FIGS. 5(a)-5(c) illustrate mode detection parameters MDP 
(i) sequences generated from converted mode interlaced 
video streams having three common content types. FIG. 6(a) 
illustrates a typical mode detection parameter sequence for a 
normal mode interlaced video stream. FIG. 6(b) illustrates a 
speci?c mode detection parameter sequence generated from a 
normal mode interlaced video stream that mimics the mode 
detection parameter sequences of converted mode video 
streams. Deinterlacing according to the present invention 
uses the similarities of the mode detection parameter 
sequences of converted mode interlaced video streams and 
the differences betWeen the sequences of mode detection 
parameters of converted mode interlaced video streams and 
the sequences of mode detection parameters of normal mode 
interlaced video streams to determine the mode of an input 
interlaced video stream. 

FIG. 5(a) graphs mode detection parameter MDP(i) for a 
converted mode interlaced video stream having a moving 
object moving at a relatively constant rate. In FIG. 5(a), the 
valleys (i.e. loW points) ati equals 2, 4, 6, . . . 14 indicate ?elds 
that should be merged With the preceding ?eld. The peaks (i.e. 
high points) at i equals 3, 5, 7, . . . 13 indicate ?elds that should 
not be merged With the preceding ?eld. As explained-above, 
moving edges causes large saW tooth patterns and thus large 
mode detection parameters on improper merges. Because the 
moving object is moving at a constant rate, the mode detec 
tion parameters for the improper merge are all of similar 
values. 

FIG. 5(b) graphs mode detection parameter MDP(i) for a 
converted mode interlaced video stream having a moving 
object moving at an increasing rate. In FIG. 5(b), the valleys 
at i equals 2, 4, 6, . . . 14 indicate ?elds that should be merged 
With the preceding ?eld. The peaks at i equals 3, 5, 7, . . . 13 
indicate ?elds that should not be merged With the preceding 
?eld. As explained above, moving edges causes large saW 
tooth patterns and thus large mode detection parameters on 
improper merges. Because the moving object is moving at an 
increasing rate, the mode detection parameters for the 
improper merge are also increasing. 

FIG. 5(c) graphs mode detection parameter MDP(i) for a 
converted mode interlaced video stream having a moving 
object moving at an decreasing rate. In FIG. 5(c), the valleys 
at i equals 2, 4, 6, . . . 14 indicate ?elds that should be merged 
With the preceding ?eld. The peaks at i equals 3, 5, 7, . . . 13 
indicate ?elds that should not be merged With the preceding 
?eld. As explained above, moving edges causes large saW 
tooth patterns and thus large mode detection parameters on 
improper merges. Because the moving object is moving at a 
decreasing rate, the mode detection parameters for the 
improper merge are also decreasing. 

Similarities betWeen FIGS. 5(a), 5(b), and 5(0), include an 
alternating peak-valley pattern, ie a large MDP, folloWed by 
a small MDP, folloWed by a large MDP, folloWed by small 
MDP, etc. HoWever, normal mode interlaced video stream, 
Which Would generate a random pattern for a series of mode 
detection parameters MDP(i) may also exhibit the alternating 
peak-valley pattern for short durations. Speci?cally, as illus 
trated in FIG. 6(a), the sequence of mode detection param 
eters MDP(i) starting at MDP(7), i.e. i:7 to MDP(ll), i.e. 
iIll, also display an alternating peak-valley pattern. HoW 
ever, because the sequence of mode detection parameters 
MDP(i) for normal mode interlaced video streams are ran 
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8 
dom, the alternating peak-valley pattern usually does not 
persist over very many ?elds. Furthermore, an alternating 
peak-valley pattern for normal mode interlaced video streams 
usually does not satisfy the condition that the smallest peak is 
greater than the largest valley. Depending on the contents of 
the interlaced video stream some interlaced video stream may 
have a persistent alternating peak-valley pattern of mode 
detection parameters MDP(i). Speci?cally, When a normal 
mode interlaced video stream includes an object moving at a 
constant rate, the mode detection parameters MDP(i) for odd 
?elds (?elds containing odd scan lines) are all roughly equal 
and shoWn as odd mode detection parameter MDP_O in FIG. 
6(b). Conversely, the mode detection parameters MDP(i) for 
even ?elds are all roughly equal and shoWn as even mode 
detection parameter MDP_E. Thus, these normal mode inter 
laced video streams also have a persistent alternating peak 
valley pattern. HoWever, the ratio betWeen the peaks and 
valleys of normal mode interlaced video streams are usually 
smaller than for converted mode interlaced video streams. 
Thus, most embodiments of the present invention detect con 
ver‘ted mode interlaced video streams by ?nding persistent 
alternating peak-valley patterns in Which the smallest peak is 
greater than the largest valley, and the ratio of the peaks to the 
valleys are large. 

FIG. 7 is a simpli?ed block diagram of a deinterlacing 
system 700, Which receives an input interlaced video stream 
I_IVS and generates an output progressive video stream 
O_PVS in accordance With one embodiment of the present 
invention. Deinterlacing system 700 includes a buffer 710, a 
mode detector 720, and a ?eld merging and conversion unit 
730. In the embodiment of FIG. 7, buffer 710 has M ?eld 
buffers 710_1, 710_2, 710_3, . . . 710_M. Buffer 710 is used 
as a circular buffer so that the ?rst ?eld of input interlaced 
video stream I_IVS is Written into ?eld buffer 710_1, the 
second ?eld of input interlaced video stream I_IVS is Written 
into ?eld buffer 71 0_2, the third ?eld of input interlaced video 
stream I_IVS is Written into ?eld buffer 710_3. This process 
continues to the Mth ?eld of input interlaced video stream 
I_IVS, Which is Written into ?eld buffer 710_M. Then the 
(M+l)th ?eld of input interlaced video stream I_IVS is Writ 
ten into ?eld buffer 710_1, the (M+2)th ?eld of input inter 
laced video stream I_IVS is Written into ?eld buffer 710_2, 
the (M+3)th ?eld of input interlaced video stream I_IVS is 
Written into ?eld buffer 710_3, and so for‘thWith the (M+M)th 
?eld of input interlaced video stream I_IVS is Written into 
?eld buffer 710_M. This process continues for all the ?elds of 
input interlaced video stream I_IVS. 

Thus, in general buffer 710 contains the M most recent 
?elds from input interlaced video stream I_IVS. Deinterlac 
ing system 700 generally uses various ?eld pointers to track 
Which ?eld buffer contains the earliest ?eld. For clarity, the 
most recent ?eld in buffer 710 is referenced as current ?eld i. 
The ?eld preceding current ?eld i is referenced as ?eld i-l, 
the ?eld preceding ?eld i-l is referenced as ?eld i-2, and the 
oldest ?eld in buffer 710 is referenced as ?eld i—(M-l). 
Circular buffers are Well knoWn in the art and are typically 
implemented With various pointers to alloW reading and Writ 
ing at desired ?eld locations. 

Field merging and conversion unit 730 processes a pro 
cessing ?eld, Which is referenced using a processing ?eld 
parameter PF as ?eld i-PF, to generate an output frame for 
output progressive video stream O_PVS. Processing ?eld 
parameter PF represents a distance betWeen the current ?eld 
(i.e., ?eld i) and the processing ?eld (i.e., ?eld i-PF). Field 
merging and conversion unit 730, Which is controlled by 
mode detector 720 (as explained beloW), can be con?gured to 
perform converted mode deinterlacing or normal mode dein 
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terlacing. For converted mode deinterlacing, ?eld merging 
and conversion unit 730 merges the processing ?eld With 
either the ?eld that precedes the processing ?eld or the ?eld 
that folloWs the processing ?eld to form a frame. For normal 
mode deinterlacing ?eld merging and conversion unit 730 
converts the processing ?eld into a frame using conventional 
techniques such as interpolation, line repeat, or 3D deinter 
lacing. In the embodiment of FIG. 7, for converted mode 
deinterlacing, ?eld merging and conversion unit 730 merges 
the processing ?eld (i.e. ?eld i-PF) With either ?eld i-(PF-l) 
or ?eld i—(PF+l) to form a frame. For normal mode deinter 
lacing ?eld merging and conversion unit 730 converts ?eld 
i-PF into a frame using conventional techniques such as 
interpolation, line repeat, or 3D deinterlacing. In general, the 
processing ?eld is the second oldest ?eld in buffer 710 (i.e. 
?eld i-(M-2)) because ?eld merging and conversion unit 730 
requires the ?eld that precedes the processing ?eld and the 
?eld that folloWs the processing ?eld. Thus, the oldest ?eld 
can not be used as the processing ?eld. Furthermore, using the 
second oldest ?eld as the processing ?eld alloWs mode detec 
tor to analyZe more ?elds to determine hoW to process the 
processing ?eld as compared to using more recent ?elds as the 
processing ?eld. HoWever, some embodiments of the present 
invention alloW a user to de?ne different ?elds to be the 
processing ?eld. Using a ?eld more recent than the second 
oldest ?eld in general alloWs faster reaction to changes from 
normal to converted mode (and converted to normal mode). 
HoWever, the actual detection of normal or converted mode 
may be less accurate. In a speci?c embodiment of the present 
invention, ?eld buffer 710 includes 4 (i.e., M:4) ?eld buffers 
and the processing ?eld is ?eld i-2 (i.e., PF:2). 
Mode detector 720 includes a mode detection parameter 

calculation unit 721, a mode detection parameter (MDP) 
FIFO 722, and a mode analysis unit 726. Mode detection 
parameter calculation unit 721 calculates a mode detection 
parameter MDP(i) (as described above) When each current 
?eld i is Written into buffer 710. Mode detection parameter 
MDP(i) is Written into MDP FIFO 722. The siZe in data Words 
of MDP FIFO 722 is equal to a MDP FIFO siZe MFS. Spe 
ci?cally, MDP FIFO 722 includes data Words 722_1 to 
722_MFS. In general MDP FIFO siZe MFS should be greater 
than or equal to the distance betWeen the processing ?eld and 
the current ?eld minus one (i.e., MFSZPF-l). 
MDP FIFO 722 is operated as a FIFO memory. As neW data 

Words are “pushed” into data Word 722_1, data in data Word 
722_MFS is “popped” off. Speci?cally, When mode detection 
parameter calculation unit 721 needs to Write a mode detec 
tion parameter into data Word 722_1, The contents of data 
Word 722_1 is copied into data Word 722_2; the contents of 
data Word 722_2 is copied into data Word 722_3; the contents 
of data Word 722_3 is copied into data Word 722_4; and in 
general the contents of data Word 722_X is copied into data 
Word 722_X+l. Except that the contents of data Word 
722_MFS is not retained. In this manner, MDP FIFO 722 
stores the MFS most recent mode detection parameters cal 
culated by mode detection parameter calculation unit 721. 
FIFO memories are Well knoWn in the art and are not 
described in detail herein. 

In mode detector 720, data Words 722_X contains mode 
detection parameter MDP(i-X) Which corresponds to ?eld 
(i-X), in Which ?eld i is the ?eld currently being input to the 
system, and mode detection parameter MDP(i-l) of ?eld i-l 
is saved in 722_1. 
Mode analysis unit 726 examines the contents of MDP 

FIFO 722 to determine Whether ?eld merging and conversion 
unit should perform converted mode deinterlacing for the 
processing ?eld (i.e. ?eld i-PF in FIG. 7) by merging the 
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10 
processing ?eld With either the ?eld that precedes the pro 
cessing ?eld or the ?eld that folloWs the processing ?eld or 
normal mode deinterlacing for the processing ?eld. In most 
embodiments of the present invention mode analysis unit 726 
is con?gured to use the ?rst P data Words of MDP FIFO 722. 
In general, if the processing ?eld is ?eld i-(M-K) (i.e., 
PFIM-K), With K in the range of 2 to M-2, inclusive (i.e., 
2éKéM-2), then MDP FIFO siZe MFS must be larger than 
or equal to M-K-l, and P is in the range of M-K-l to MDP 
FIFO siZe MFS, inclusive (i.e., M-K-léPéMFS). 

In one embodiment of the present invention, mode analysis 
unit 726 ?rst determines Which of three possible conditions 
are indicated by the mode detection parameters and What 
actions to take based on the condition. The three conditions 
are as follows: 1) an alternating peak valley pattern With mode 
detection parameter MDP(i-PF) being a valley, 2) an alter 
nating peak valley pattern With mode detection parameter 
MDP(i-PF) being a peak, and 3) no alternating peak-valley 
pattern. As explained above, mode detection parameter MDP 
(i-PF) measures the amount of a “saW toot ” artifact that 
exists in a frame formed by merging ?eld i-PF With ?eld 
i—(PF+l). Properly merged ?elds Would result in small “saW 
toot ” artifacts. Thus, if mode detection parameter MDP(i 
PF) is a peak, a frame formed by merging ?eld i-PF With ?eld 
i—(PF+l) is likely to be mismerged. Conversely, if mode 
detection parameter MDP(i-PF) is a valley, a frame formed 
by merging ?eld i-PF With ?eld i—(PF+l) is likely to be 
properly merged. Therefore, When mode analysis unit 726 
detects an alternating peak valley pattern With mode detection 
parameter MDP(i-PF) being a valley, mode analysis unit 726 
causes ?eld merging and conversion unit 730 to merge ?eld 
i-PF (i.e., the processing ?eld) With ?eld i-(PF+1), (i.e., the 
?eld preceding the processing ?eld). When mode analysis 
unit 726 detects an alternating peak valley pattern With mode 
detection parameter MDP(i-PF) being a peak, mode analysis 
unit 726 causes ?eld merging and conversion unit 730 to 
merge ?eld i-PF (i.e. the processing ?eld) With ?eld i-(PF 
l), (i.e. the ?eld folloWing the processing ?eld). When mode 
analysis unit 726 does not detect an alternating peak valley 
pattern, mode analysis unit 726 causes ?eld merging and 
conversion unit 730 to perform normal mode deinterlacing on 
?eld i-PF (i.e., the processing ?eld). 

To determine if the P most recent mode detection param 

eters (i.e., MDP(i-l), MDP(i-2), . . . MDP(i-P)) exhibit an 
alternating peak valley pattern, mode analysis unit 726 ?nds 
a minimum peak value MPV, Which is the minimum mode 
detection parameter at the expected peaks of the P mo st recent 
mode detection parameters, and a maximum valley value 
MVV, Which is the maximum mode detection parameter at 
the expected valleys of the P most recent mode detection 
parameters. If minimum peak value MPV multiplied by a 
valley to peak threshold T_VP is greater than maximum val 
ley value MVV (i.e. MPV*T_VP>MVV) then the mode 
detection parameters satisfy the alternating peak-valley pat 
tern. 

To detect condition 1) an alternating peak valley pattern 
With mode detection parameter MDP(i-PF) being a valley, 
mode detection parameter MDP(i-PF) is expected to be a 
valley. Thus, if an alternating peak valley pattern exists, the 
other expected valleys are mode detection parameters MDP 
(i-(PF-2*x)), MDP(i—(PF—2*(x-l))), . . . MDP(i-(PF-2)), 

MDP(i-PF), MDP(i-(PF+2)), . . . MDP(i—(PF+2*(y-l))), 

MDP(i-(PF+2 *y)), Where (PF-2 *x) is greater than or equal 
to l and (PF+2*y) is less than or equal to P. Thus, for example 
if P is equal to 5 and PF is equal to 2, the expected valleys are 
mode detection parameters MDP(i-2) and MDP(i-4). Simi 
larly if P is equal to 5 and PF is equal to 3, the expected valleys 
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are mode detection parameters MDP(i-1), MDP(i-3), and 
MDP(i-5). When mode detection parameter MDP(i-PF) is 
expected to be a valley, mode detection parameter MDP(i— 
(PF-1)) is expected to be a peak. Therefore, the other 
expected peaks are mode detection parameters MDP(i-(PF— 
1—2*m)), MDP(i—(PF-1—2*(m—1))), . . . MDP(i—(PF-1—2)), 

MDP(i-(PF—1)), MDP(i-(PF—1+2)), . . . MDP(i—(PF-1+2* 

(n—1))), MDP(i—(PF—1+2*n)), Where (PF-1-2*m) is greater 
than or equal to 1 and (PF-1+2*n) is less than or equal to P. 
Thus, for example if P is equal to 5 and PF is equal to 2, the 
expected peaks are mode detection parameters MDP(i-1), 
MDP(i-3), and MDP(i-5). Similarly if P is equal to 5 and PF 
is equal to 3, the expected peaks are mode detection param 
eters MDP(i-2) and MDP(i-4). 

To detect condition 2) an alternating peak valley pattern 
With mode detection parameter MDP(i-PF) being a peak, 
mode detection parameter MDP(i-PF) is expected to be a 
peak. Thus, if an alternating peak valley pattern exists, the 
other expected peaks are mode detection parameters MDP(i— 
(PF-2*x)), MDP(i—(PF—2*(x-1))), . . . MDP(i-(PF—2)), 

MDP(i-PF), MDP(i-(PF+2)), . . . MDP(i—(PF+2*(y-1))), 

MDP(i—(PF+2*y)), Where (PF-2*x) is greater than or equal 
to 1 and (PF+2*y) is less than or equal to P. Thus, for example 
if P is equal to 5 and PF is equal to 2, the expected peaks are 
mode detection parameters MDP(i-2) and MDP(i-4). Simi 
larly if P is equal to 5 and PF is equal to 3, the expected peaks 
are mode detection parameters MDP(i-1), MDP(i-3), and 
MDP(i-5). When mode detection parameter MDP(i-PF) is 
expected to be a peak, mode detection parameter MDP(i— 
(PF-1)) is expected to be a valley. Therefore, the other 
expected valleys are mode detection parameters MDP(i— 
(PF-1-2*m)), MDP(i—(PF-1—2*(m—1))), . . . MDP(i-(PF— 

1-2)), MDP(i-(PF—1)), MDP(i—(PF-1+2)), . . .MDP(i-(PF— 
1+2*(n—1))), MDP(i—(PF—1+2*n)), Where (PF-1-2*m) is 
greater than or equal to 1 and (PF-1+2*n) is less than or equal 
to P. Thus, for example if P is equal to 5 and PF is equal to 2, 
the expected valleys are mode detection parameters MDP(i— 
1), MDP(i-3), and MDP(i-5). Similarly ifP is equal to 5 and 
PF is equal to 3, the expected valleys are mode detection 
parameters MDP(i-2) and MDP(i-4). 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of an embodiment of mode 
analysis unit 726 that operates mode detector 720 using a 
bi-modal approach. Speci?cally, the embodiment of FIG. 8 
has a normal operating mode and a converted operating mode. 
In general, normal operating mode is used When the input 
interlaced video stream is in normal mode, and converted 
operating mode is used When the input interlaced video 
stream is in converted mode. While in normal operating 
mode, mode analysis unit 726 analyZes the mode detection 
parameters to determine When to sWitch to the converted 
operating mode. Similarly, While in converted operating 
mode, mode analysis unit 726 analyZes the mode detection 
parameters to determine When to sWitch to the normal oper 
ating mode. For clarity, the embodiment of FIG. 8 is described 
With the processing ?eld parameter PF being an even number. 
HoWever, use of odd processing ?eld parameters is also sum 
mariZed beloW. 

The embodiment of FIG. 8 includes a processing ?eld 
expectedpeak valley (P/V) characteristic register 810, a mode 
analysis controller 820, a peak valley (P/V) pattern checker 
830, a converted operating mode transition threshold register 
840, a operating mode sWitch counter 850, and a normal 
operating mode transition threshold register 860. Expected 
peak valley characteristic register 810 provides a processing 
?eld peak expected signal PFPE, Which indicates Whether the 
mode detection parameter corresponding With the processing 
?eld is expected to be a peak or a valley. Speci?cally, pro 
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12 
cessing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is set to a TRUE 
value (e. g. Logic high) to indicate that mode detection param 
eter MDP(i-PF) (i.e. the mode detection parameter corre 
sponding to the processing ?eld) is expected to be a peak. 
Conversely, processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is set 
to a FALSE value (eg logic loW) to indicate that mode 
detection parameter MDP(i-PF) (i.e., the mode detection 
parameter corresponding to the processing ?eld) is expected 
to be a valley. Processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE can 
be set to an initial value by a user through a control port 811. 
The initial value of processing ?eld peak expected signal 
PFPE only affects the initial feW frames of the output pro 
gressive video stream O_PVS. In one embodiment of the 
present invention the initial value of processing ?eld peak 
expected signal PFPE is set to the TRUE value. Processing 
?eld peak expected signal PFPE is provided to mode analysis 
controller 820, Which can also adjust the value of processing 
?eld peak expected signal PFPE through a control port 812. 

Peak valley pattern checker 830 is con?gured to analyZe 
mode detection parameters MDP(i-1), MDP(i-2), . . . MDP 

(i-P) to determine Whether the alternating peak valley pattern 
(described above) is satis?ed. In the embodiment of FIG. 8, 
peak valley pattern checker 830 includes a peak detector 834, 
a valley detector 836, and a still image detector 838. Peak 
detector 834 determines Whether the mode detection param 
eters satisfy the alternating peak valley pattern beginning 
With a peak (i.e. mode detection parameter MDP(i-1) is a 
peak). Peak detector 834 generates a Boolean peak detected 
signal P_D, Which is provided to mode analysis controller 
820. In one embodiment of the present invention peak 
detected signal P_D is set equal to a TRUE value (e.g., logic 
high) When minimum peak value MPV multiplied by valley 
to peak threshold T_VP is greater than maximum valley value 
MVV (i.e. MPV*T_VP>MVV). Otherwise, peak detected 
signal P_D is set equal to a FALSE value (e.g., logic loW). In 
peak detector 834, When P is an even number, maximum 
valley value is equal to the maximum value from among mode 
detection parameters MDP(i-2), MDP(i-4), . . . MDP(i-P) 
and minimum peak value MPV is equal to the minimum value 
from among mode detection parameters MDP(i-1), MDP(i— 
3), . . . MDP(i-(P—1)). When P is an odd number, maximum 
valley value MVV is equal to the maximum value 
from among mode detection parameters MDP(i-2), MDP(i— 
4), . . . MDP(i-(P—1)) and minimum peak value MPV is equal 
to the maximum value from among mode detection param 

eters MDP(i-1), MDP(i-3), . . . MDP(i-P). 

Valley detector 836 determines Whether the mode detec 
tion parameters satisfy the alternating peak valley pattern 
beginning With a valley (i.e., mode detection parameter MDP 
(i-1) is a valley). Valley detector 836 generates a Boolean 
valley detected signal V_D, Which is provided to mode analy 
sis controller 820. In one embodiment of the present invention 
valley detected signal V_D is set equal a TRUE value (e.g., 
logic high) When minimum peak value MPV multiplied by 
valley to peak threshold T_VP is greater than maximum val 
ley value MVV (i.e. MPV*T_VP>MVV). OtherWise, valley 
detected signal V_D is set equal to a FALSE value (e. g., logic 
loW). In valley detector 836, When P is an even number, 
maximum valley value MVV is equal to the maximum value 
from among mode detection parameters MDP(i-1), MDP(i— 
3), MDP(i-(P—1)) and minimum peak value MPV is equal to 
the minimum value from among mode detection parameters 
MDP(i-2), MDP(i-4), MDP(i-P). When P is an odd number, 
maximum valley value MVV is equal to the maximum value 
from among mode detection parameters MDP(i-1), MDP(i— 
3), . . . MDP(i-P) and minimum peak value MPV is equal to 
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the minimum value from among mode detection parameters 
MDP(i-2), MDP(i-4), . . . MDP(i-(P—l)). 

Still image detector 838 is used during converted operation 
mode to determine Whether the input interlaced video stream 
contains a series of still ?elds, i.e. ?elds in Which the images 
have little or no motion. When mode analysis controller 820 
is operating in converted operating mode, the series of still 
?elds should not cause a sWitch to normal operating mode. 
However, as explained above, the “saW toot ” patterns used to 
calculate the mode detection parameters only make use of 
non-still pixels. Thus, for still images, the calculated mode 
detection parameters are very small and may equal Zero. 
Accordingly, peak detector 834 and valley detector 836 are 
unlikely to ?nd the alternating peak valley pattern during the 
series of still ?elds. Therefore, still image detector 838 pro 
vides a Boolean still image detected signal to mode analysis 
controller 820 so that mode analysis controller 820 does not 
erroneously sWitch from converted operating mode to normal 
operating mode due to the series of still ?le. When a series of 
still ?elds is detected still image detector 838 drives still 
image detected signal SI_D to a TRUE value (e. g. logic high); 
otherWise, still image detector 838 drives still image detected 
signal SI_D to a FALSE value (e.g., logic loW). In one 
embodiment of the present invention, a series of still ?elds is 
detected When all the mode detection parameters (i.e., MDP 
(i-l), MDP(i-2), . . . MDP(i-P)) are equal to Zero. In another 
embodiment of the present invention, a series of still ?elds is 
detected When the X mo st recent mode detection parameters 

(i.e., MDP(i-l), MDP(i-2), . . . MDP(i-X)) are equal to Zero, 
Where X is equal to a user de?nable number of still ?eld 
threshold T_NSF. In still another embodiment of the present 
invention, a series of still ?elds is detected When the X most 
recent mode detection parameters (i.e., MDP(i-l), MDP(i— 
2), . . . MDP(i-X)) is less than a user de?nable still ?eld 

parameter threshold T_SFP, Where X is equal to number of 
still ?elds threshold T_NSF. 

Converted operating mode transition threshold register 840 
stores a converted operating mode transition threshold 
T_CMT, Which is user con?gurable. Converted operating 
mode transition threshold T_CMT dictates hoW many con 
secutive ?elds must match the alternating peak valley pattern 
for mode analysis controller 820 to sWitch from the normal 
operating mode to the converted operating mode. Normal 
operating mode transition threshold register 860 stores a nor 
mal operating mode transition threshold T_NMT, Which is 
user con?gurable. Normal operating mode transition thresh 
old T_NMT dictates hoW many consecutive ?elds must fail to 
match the alternating peak valley pattern for mode analysis 
controller 820 to sWitch from the converted operating to the 
normal operating mode. Mode analysis controller 820 uses 
mode sWitch counter 850 to track the number of consecutive 
matches or number of consecutive mismatches of the mode 
detection parameters With an alternating peak valley pattern. 
Mode analysis controller 820 can increment mode sWitch 
counter 850 using an increment signal INC and reset mode 
sWitch counter 850 using a reset signal RESET. Mode sWitch 
counter 850 provides a mode sWitch count MSC to mode 
analysis controller 820. 
Mode analysis controller 820 operates as a state machine in 

either normal operating mode or the converted operating 
mode. Operation of Mode analysis controller 820 is described 
by a state diagram 900 of FIG. 9. State diagram 900 includes 
a normal state 910, Which represents the normal operating 
mode, and a converted state 920, Which represents the con 
verted operating mode. Mode analysis controller 820 uses a 
plurality of status signals, variables, thresholds, and param 
eters, Which are not shoWn in FIG. 9. As illustrated in FIG. 8, 
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14 
mode analysis controller 820 uses peak detected signal P_D, 
valley detected signal P_V, still image detected signal SI_D, 
normal operating mode transition threshold T_NMT, con 
verted operating mode transition threshold T_CMT, mode 
sWitch count MSC, and processing ?eld peak expected signal 
PFPE. Mode analysis controller 820 also uses a state variable 
STATE (not shoWn), Which indicates under Which state mode 
analysis controller 820 is operating. Speci?cally state vari 
able STATE is equal to 0 When mode analysis controller 820 
is operating in normal state 910. Conversely, state variable 
STATE is equal to 1 When mode analysis controller 820 is 
operating in converted state 920. 
Upon poWer/on reset, the various user thresholds are 

de?ned, processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is set to 
an initial value, and mode sWitch counter 850 is initialiZed to 
Zero. Mode analysis controller 820 begins in normal state 
910. From normal state 910, mode analysis controller 820 can 
take one of 8 transitions path T_N_C_1, T_N_C_2, 
T_N_N_1, TiT_N_N_4, T_N_N_5, or T_N_N_6. For clar 
ity the referen for the transitions paths are of the form 
T_X_Y_Z, Where X indicates the starting state (N for normal 
state 910 and C for converted state 920), Y indicates the 
ending state, and Z enumerates the different transitions that 
can be taken from the same starting state to the same ending 
states. After each neW mode detection parameter MDP(i-l) 
becomes available, mode analysis controller 820 folloWs a 
transition path and causes ?eld merging and conversion unit 
730 to create an output frame for output progressive video 
stream O_PVS(FIG. 7). 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_N_N_1 from normal state 910 back to normal state 910 
When processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is equal to 
the FALSE value, peak detected signal P_D is equal to the 
TRUE value, and mode sWitch count MSC is less than con 
verted operating mode transition threshold T_CMT minus 1 
(i.e., MSC<T_CMT-l). When mode analysis controller 820 
takes transitionpath T_N_Nil , mode analysis controller 820 
causes ?eld merging and conversion unit 730 to use normal 
mode deinterlacing on ?eld i-PF, causes mode sWitch count 
MSC to increment by one, and changes the value of process 
ing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE to equal the TRUE value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_N_N_2 from normal state 910 back to normal state 910 
When processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is equal to 
the FALSE value, peak detected signal P_D is equal to the 
FALSE value, and valley detected signal V_D is equal to the 
TRUE value. When mode analysis controller 820 takes tran 
sition path T_N_N_2, mode analysis controller 820 causes 
?eld merging and conversion unit 730 to use normal mode 
deinterlacing on ?eld i-PF, resets mode sWitch count MSC to 
Zero, and keeps the value of processing ?eld peak expected 
signal PFPE at the FALSE value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_N_N_3 from normal state 910 back to normal state 910 
When processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is equal to 
the FALSE value, peak detected signal P_D is equal to the 
FALSE value, and valley detected signal V_D is equal to the 
FALSE value. When mode analysis controller 820 takes tran 
sition path T_N_N_3, mode analysis controller 820 causes 
?eld merging and conversion unit 730 to use normal mode 
deinterlacing on ?eld i-PF, resets mode sWitch count MSC to 
Zero, and changes the value of processing ?eld peak expected 
signal PFPE to equal the TRUE value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_N_N_4 from normal state 910 back to normal state 910 
When processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is equal to 
the TRUE value, valley detected signal V_D is equal to the 
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TRUE value, and mode switch count MSC is less than con 
verted operating mode transition threshold T_CMT minus 1 
(i.e., MSC<T_CMT—1). When mode analysis controller 820 
takes transition path T_N_N_4, mode analysis controller 820 
causes ?eld merging and conversion unit 730 to use normal 
mode deinterlacing on ?eld i—PF, causes mode sWitch count 
MSC to increment by one, and changes the value of process 
ing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE to equal the FALSE 
value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_N_N_S from normal state 910 back to normal state 910 
When processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is equal to 
the TRUE value, valley detected signal V_D is equal to the 
FALSE value, and peak detected signal P_D is equal to the 
TRUE value. When mode analysis controller 820 takes tran 
sition path T_N_N_S, mode analysis controller 820 causes 
?eld merging and conversion unit 730 to use normal mode 
deinterlacing on ?eld i—PF, resets mode sWitch count MSC to 
Zero, and keeps the value of processing ?eld peak expected 
signal PFPE at the TRUE value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_N_N_6 from normal state 910 back to normal state 910 
When processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is equal to 
the TRUE value, valley detected signal V_D is equal to the 
FALSE value, and peak detected signal P_D is equal to the 
FALSE value. When mode analysis controller 820 takes tran 
sition path T_N_N_6, mode analysis controller 820 causes 
?eld merging and conversion unit 730 to use normal mode 
deinterlacing on ?eld i—PF, resets mode sWitch count MSC to 
Zero, and changes value of processing ?eld peak expected 
signal PFPE to equal the FALSE value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_N_C_l from normal state 910 to converted state 920 When 
processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is equal to the 
FALSE value, peak detected signal P_D is equal to the TRUE 
value, and mode sWitch count MSC is equal to converted 
operating mode transition threshold T_CMT minus 1 (i.e., 
MSC:T_CMT—1). When mode analysis controller 820 takes 
transition path T_N_C_l, mode analysis controller 820 
causes ?eldmerging and conversion unit 730 to use converted 
mode deinterlacing to merge ?eld i—PF With ?eld i—(PF+l), 
resets mode sWitch count MSC to Zero, and changes the value 
of processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE to equal the 
TRUE value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_N_C_2 from normal state 910 to converted state 920 When 
processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is equal to the 
TRUE value, valley detected signal V_D is equal to the TRUE 
value, and mode sWitch count MSC is equal to converted 
operating mode transition threshold T_CMT minus 1 (i.e., 
MSC:T_CMT—1). When mode analysis controller 820 takes 
transition path T_N_C_2, mode analysis controller 820 
causes ?eldmerging and conversion unit 730 to use converted 
mode deinterlacing to merge ?eld i—PF With ?eld i—(PF-l), 
resets mode sWitch count MSC to Zero, and changes the value 
of processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE to equal the 
FALSE value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_C_C_l from converted state 920 back to converted state 
920 When processing ?eldpeak expected signal PFPE is equal 
to the FALSE value and either peak detected signal P_D or 
still image detected signal SI_D or both is equal to the TRUE 
value. When mode analysis controller takes transition path 
T_C_C_l, mode analysis controller causes ?eld merging and 
conversion unit 730 to use converted mode deinterlacing to 
merge ?eld i—PF and ?eld i—(PF+l), resets mode sWitch count 
MSC to Zero, and changes the value of processing ?eld peak 
expected signal PFPE to equal the TRUE value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_C_C_2 from converted state 920 back to converted state 
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920 When processing ?eldpeak expected signal PFPE is equal 
to the FALSE value, valley detected signal V_D is equal to the 
TRUE value, mode sWitch count MSC is less than normal 
operating mode transition threshold T_NMT minus 1 (i.e., 
MSC<T_NMT-1), and both peak detected signal P_D and 
still image detected signal SI_D are equal to the FALSE 
value. When mode analysis controller takes transition path 
T_C_C_2, mode analysis controller causes ?eld merging and 
conversion unit 730 to use normal mode deinterlacing on ?eld 
i—PF, causes mode sWitch count MSC to increment by one, 
and keeps the value of processing ?eld peak expected signal 
PFPE at the FALSE value. Normal mode deinterlacing is used 
With transition path T_C_C_2 (as Well as With transitionpaths 
T_C_C_3, T_C_C_S, and T_C_C_6), because the expected 
alternating peak valley pattern Was not detected. A common 
cause of the loss of the expected alternating peak valley 
pattern is a bad edit in the formation of the converted mode 
interlaced video stream. For these bad edits, normal mode 
deinterlacing generally provides higher picture quality than 
?eld merging of possibly mismatched ?elds. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_C_C_3 from converted state 920 back to converted state 
920 When processing ?eldpeak expected signal PFPE is equal 
to the FALSE value, valley detected signal V_D is equal to the 
FALSE value, mode sWitch count MSC is less than normal 
operating mode transition threshold T_NMT minus 1 (i.e., 
MSC<T_NMT-1), and both peak detected signal P_D and 
still image detected signal SI_D are equal to the FALSE 
value. When mode analysis controller takes transition path 
T_C_C_3, mode analysis controller causes ?eld merging and 
conversion unit 730 to use normal mode deinterlacing on ?eld 
i—PF, causes mode sWitch count MSC to increment by one, 
and changes the value of processing ?eld peak expected sig 
nal PFPE to equal the TRUE value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_C_C_4 from converted state 920 back to converted state 
920 When processing ?eldpeak expected signal PFPE is equal 
to the TRUE value and either valley detected signal V_D or 
still image detected signal SI_D or both is equal to the TRUE 
value. When mode analysis controller takes transition path 
T_C_C_4, mode analysis controller causes ?eld merging and 
conversion unit 730 to use converted mode deinterlacing to 
merge ?eld i—PF and ?eld i—(PF- 1 ), resets mode sWitch count 
MSC to Zero, and changes the value of processing ?eld peak 
expected signal PFPE to equal the FALSE value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_C_C_S from converted state 920 back to converted state 
920 When processing ?eldpeak expected signal PFPE is equal 
to the TRUE value, peak detected signal P_D is equal to the 
TRUE value, mode sWitch count MSC is less than normal 
operating mode transition threshold T_NMT minus 1 (i.e., 
MSC<T_NMT-1), and both valley detected signal V_D and 
still image detected signal SI_D are equal to the FALSE 
value. When mode analysis controller takes transition path 
T_C_C_S, mode analysis controller causes ?eld merging and 
conversion unit 730 to use normal mode deinterlacing on ?eld 
i—PF, causes mode sWitch count MSC to increment by one, 
and keeps the value of processing ?eld peak expected signal 
PFPE at the TRUE value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_C_C_6 from converted state 920 back to converted state 
920 When processing ?eldpeak expected signal PFPE is equal 
to the TRUE value, peak detected signal P_D is equal to the 
FALSE value, mode sWitch count MSC is less than normal 
operating mode transition threshold T_NMT minus 1 (i.e., 
MSC<T_NMT-1), and both valley detected signal V_D and 
still image detected signal SI_D are equal to the FALSE 
value. When mode analysis controller takes transition path 
T_C_C_6, mode analysis controller causes ?eld merging and 
conversion unit 730 to use normal mode deinterlacing on ?eld 
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i-PF, causes mode switch count MSC to increment by one, 
and changes the value of processing ?eld peak expected sig 
nal PFPE to equal the FALSE value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_C_N_l from converted state 920 to normal state 910 When 
processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is equal to the 
FALSE value, valley detected signal V_D is equal to the 
TRUE value, mode sWitch count MSC is equal to normal 
operating mode transition threshold T_NMT minus 1 (i.e., 
MSC:T_NMT-l), and both peak detected signal P_D and 
still image detected signal SI_D are equal to the FALSE 
value. When mode analysis controller takes transition path 
T_C_Nil, mode analysis controller causes ?eld merging 
and conversion unit 730 to use normal mode deinterlacing on 
?eld i-PF, resets mode sWitch count MSC to Zero, and keeps 
the value of processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE at the 
FALSE value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_C_N_2 from converted state 920 to normal state 910 When 
processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is equal to the 
FALSE value, valley detected signal V_D is equal to the 
FALSE value, mode sWitch count MSC is equal to normal 
operating mode transition threshold T_NMT minus 1 (i.e., 
MSC:T_NMT—l), and both peak detected signal P_D and 
still image detected signal SI_D are equal to the FALSE 
value. When mode analysis controller takes transition path 
T_C_N_2, mode analysis controller causes ?eld merging and 
conversion unit 730 to use normal mode deinterlacing on ?eld 
i-PF, resets mode sWitch count MSC to Zero, and changes 
value of processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE to equal 
the TRUE value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_C_N_3 from converted state 920 to normal state 910 When 
processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is equal to the 
TRUE value, peak detected signal P_D is equal to the TRUE 
value, mode sWitch count MSC is equal to normal operating 
mode transition threshold T_NMT minus 1 (i.e., 
MSC:T_NMT—l), and both valley detected signal V_D and 
still image detected signal SI_D are equal to the FALSE 
value. When mode analysis controller takes transition path 
T_C_N_3, mode analysis controller causes ?eld merging and 
conversion unit 730 to use normal mode deinterlacing on ?eld 
i-PF, resets mode sWitch count MSC to Zero, and keeps the 
value of processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE at the 
TRUE value. 
Mode analysis controller 820 takes transition path 

T_C_N_4 from converted state 920 to normal state 910 When 
processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is equal to the 
TRUE value, peak detected signal P_D is equal to the FALSE 
value, mode sWitch count MSC is equal to normal operating 
mode transition threshold T_NMT minus 1 (i.e., 
MSC:T_NMT—l), and both valley detected signal V_D and 
still image detected signal SI_D are equal to the FALSE 
value. When mode analysis controller takes transition path 
T_C_N_4, mode analysis controller causes ?eld merging and 
conversion unit 730 to use normal mode deinterlacing on ?eld 
i-PF, resets mode sWitch count MSC to Zero, and changes the 
value of processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE to equal 
the FALSE value. 

The transition conditions and actions for mode analysis 
controller 820 are summarized in Tables 1(a), 1(b), 2(a), 2(b), 
3(a), and 3(b). Speci?cally, Table 1(a) lists the condition for 
each transition path from normal stage 910, Table 1(b) lists 
the action for each transition path in Table 1(a), Table 2(a) 
lists the condition for each transition path from converted 
stage 920 When processing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is 
equal to the FALSE value, Table 2(b) lists the actions for each 
transition path in Table 2(a), Table 3(a) lists the condition for 
each transition path from converted stage 920 When process 
ing ?eld peak expected signal PFPE is equal to the TRUE 
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value, Table 3(b) lists the actions for each transition path in 
Table 3(a). In the Tables, T is used for the TRUE value, F is 
used for the FALSE value, and X is used as a don’t-care 
condition. 

TABLE 1(a) 

PFPE PiD ViD MSC Transition Path 

F T X <(TLCMT — l) TiNiNil 

F T X =(TiCMT — l) TiNiCil 

F F T X TLNLNLZ 

F F F X TiNiNi3 

T X T <(TLCMT — l) TiNiNi4 

T X T =(TiCMT — l) TiNiCiZ 

T T F X TiNiNi5 

T F F X TiNiNi6 

TABLE 1(b) 

Transition Path Actions Taken 

TLNLNLI Msc = Msc + 1; PFPE = 

T; NORMAL MODE DEINTERLAcING 
TLNLcLI Msc = 0; PFPE=T; 

MERGE FIELD i - PF and FIELD 

i - (PF + 1) 
TiNiNiZ Msc = 0; NORMAL MODE 

DEINTERLAcING 
TLNLNJ Msc = 0; PFPE=T; 

NORMAL MODE DEINTERLAcING 
TiNiNi4 Msc = Msc + 1; PFPE = 

F; NORMAL MODE DEINTERLAcING 
TLNLOJ Msc = 0; PFPE = F; 

MERGE FIELD i - PF and FIELD 

i - (PF - 1) 

TLNLNJ Msc = 0; NORMAL MODE 
DEINTERLAcING 

TLNLNJ Msc = 0; PFPE = F; 
NORMAL MODE DEINTERLACING 

TABLE 2(a) 

PFPE = F 

(PiD or SILD) ViD MSC Transition Path 

x T 

<(TLNMT - 1) T 
=(TLNMT - 1) T 
<(TLNMT - 1) T 
=(TiNMT - 1) T 

TABLE 2(1)) 

PFPE = F 

Transition Path Actions Taken 

TiCiCil Msc = 0; PFPE = T; 
MERGE FIELD i - PF and 

FIELD i - (PF + 1) 
Msc = Msc + I; NORMAL 

MODE DEINTERLAcING 
Msc = 0; NORMAL MODE 

DEINTERLAcING 

T; NORMAL MODE DEINTERLAcING 
Msc = 0; PFPE = T; 

NORMAL MODE DEINTERLAcING 

TiCiNil 

TiCiCi3 










